
 

Keymacro allows users to program keyboard shortcuts to macros to perform actions with ease.
This freeware application was designed to provide anyone with a handy set of tools to perform
different operations when certain keys are pressed. Keymacro allows you to program keyboard
shortcuts to macros to perform actions with ease. It's not a replacement for third-party
applications. It's a lot like them, but it's written by someone who is a programmer. KEYMACRO
features: * Customizable keyboard hot keys * Keyboard macros * History * Change key binding
by using a filter and a regex * Show and hide buttons depending on the key combination *
Keyboard scan and display search * Option to toggle between keyboard and clipboard-enabled
shortcuts * Key binding context menu * Key binding to function * Support for special keys *
Decide how to check before you press * Customizable keyboard hot keys - Define the key
combinations you want to perform, and you will see them in the hot keys list - Each hot key can
be a macro to perform any action - A hot key can be disabled in a shortkey list to avoid conflicts
with other macros - Hot keys can be bound to different windows with different actions - Hot keys
can be bound to several shortcuts - Hot keys can be bound to other hot keys - Hot keys can be
bound to functions and macros - Hot keys can be bound to the clipboard - Hot keys can be bound
to the file filter - Hot keys can be bound to files and folders - Hot keys can be bound to the find
dialog - Hot keys can be bound to the find dialog - Hot keys can be bound to the context menu of
files and folders - Hot keys can be bound to the context menu of files and folders - Hot keys can
be bound to the context menu of find - Hot keys can be bound to the context menu of find - Hot
keys can be bound to the context menu of the find dialog - Hot keys can be bound to the context
menu of the find dialog - Hot keys can be bound to the context menu of the file list - Hot keys can
be bound to the context menu of the file list - Hot keys can be bound to the context menu of the
find list - Hot keys can be bound to the context menu of the find list - Hot keys can be bound to
the context menu of the file filter - Hot keys can be bound to the context menu 70238732e0
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This is a simple, powerful and compact macro recorder and editor. KEYMACRO can record and
edit VOCALOID (voice in WAV format) performances on disk, just like you would record a real
performance. It records one track at a time using an input device such as a keyboard, a
microphone, a drum machine, or an effect plug-in. As you play through the performance,
KEYMACRO records it, allowing you to edit the playback track as you wish. You can even have
it play back in real time so you can hear your edits before saving. You can add a drum track, vocal
lines, effects, build up your own chords, and much more. KEYMACRO has a command line, drag-
and-drop interface, and can be used from the command line. EasyPC Audio Editor Description:
EasyPC Audio Editor (formerly called Simple Media Player) is a powerful audio editor. It is
based on the technology of Ableton Live. The audio editor includes many useful functions for
sound design and music production. It includes an oscilloscope, effect plug-ins (LOWPASS,
NOTCH, HIGHPASS, CLIPPED, CLIPPER, PAN, MONOPAN, REVERB, ENVELOPE,
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FLANGER, ENHANCE, DISTORB, HIGHPASS, NOTCH, LOWPASS, SINUSFIT, CLIPPER,
MONOPAN, REVERB, ENVELOPE, FLANGER, ENHANCE, DISTORB, PAN, HIGHPASS,
NOTCH, and WETDIST), and many useful functions such as equalizer, volume control,
normalizer, beat sync, time stretch/expander, folder/file management, mixing, and more.
Furthermore, you can record your own voice to create your own personal radio or a jukebox. Easy
PC Audio Editor can be used as a stand-alone application, or as part of other applications such as:
· Winamp, Winamp2, Winamp3, Winamp4, Winamp5, Winamp5.5, XMMS, XMMS2,
XMMS2_MT, Audacious, QuodLibet, Songbird, Winamp File Stream, Album Art Player,
Winamp Custom Stream, Winamp3_3 Portable, Winamp Portable, Winamp Portable 2, Winamp
Portable 2.5, Winamp Portable 3, Win
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